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1. Preamble

The Students’ Society of McGill University ("the Society") is committed to making student clubs and services the highest priority of the Society. Over recent iterations of the Society, a clear plan to make the experience for clubs and services better has not been defined.

2. Improvements for Club/Service Operation

The following improvements regarding club and service operation should take place over the next five (5) year duration of this Policy. Suggested dates of implementation are placed next to each actionable.

2.1 Creation of Club and Service Permanent Staff Position(s) Fully Dedicated to Clubs and Services (Fall 2019)

2.1.1 Clubs and Service representatives directly involved in annual review process

2.1.2 Evaluation of this role and potential separation into a Club Permanent Staff and Service Permanent Staff (Fall 2021)

2.2 Creation of a Clubs Policy Researcher Student Staff Position (Fall 2020) that will be Responsible for:

2.2.1 Researching club policies at other comparable universities;

2.2.2 Identifying areas of improvement in the process for acquiring and maintaining SSMU club status;

2.2.3 Completing adequate direct consultations with interim- and full-status clubs to gather feedback on current SSMU policy;

2.2.4 Consulting non-SSMU clubs to better understand barriers to gaining SSMU status;

2.2.5 Offering recommendations to policies regarding clubs in order to reduce the administrative burden placed by the SSMU onto club executives;

2.2.6 Suggesting avenues the SSMU can pursue to improve its relationships with student groups.

2.3 Club Fund Fee increase to subsidize the Food Handling Permit, Equipment Rental Cost, Sponsorship processing fee and Club Portal (Winter 2020)
2.4 Creation of Club, Services, ISGs Portal that contains all information relevant to communicate directly to groups, including:

2.4.1 Creation of electronic modules that provide information on what the expectations are for Clubs and Services of the SSMU regarding:
   a. Cheque requests
   b. Banking
   c. Audits
   d. Room bookings
   e. Event insurance/Bookings external to SSMU
   f. Alcohol permits/Events
   g. Funding
   h. General Resources
   i. An annual club guide updated by the Vice-President (Student Life) with all other pertinent information
   j. Continuation of an online Activities Night Registration & Payment Platform

2.5 Advocacy for the development of a centralized room booking platform for student groups to book any building on campus, collaborating with Building Directors from across the University to create one system joining all buildings from different McGill units and the SSMU

2.6 Continuation of a simple checklist for all requirements for clubs that shall be sent electronically to every member of the SSMU while the Clubs, Services, and ISGs portal is under development.

3. Improvements for Club/Service Consultation

3.1 The following improvements regarding clubs and service consultation revolve around the Society better understanding the needs of Clubs and Services. The following structural consultative improvements are suggested:

3.1.1 Summits led by the Society’s Clubs and Services Representatives to Legislative Council, Clubs and Services Permanent Staff, and the Vice-President (Student Life) and Vice-President (Finance) to meet with all services on a semesterly basis (Fall 2020)

3.1.2 Semesterly consultation sessions (surveys, events, etc.) managed by the Society’s Clubs Representatives to Legislative Council to engage in issues faced by clubs (Fall 2020)

3.1.3 VP Student Life/Finance check-ins with each service once per semester, either by visiting executive committees or inviting them to attend the Services Review Committee.
4. Conclusion

In achieving these goals over the next five (5) years, the Society can affirm its commitment to improving the experience of clubs and services. It is important for the Society’s Executives, Board of Directors, and Legislative Council to hold Executives accountable to the ideas of this plan.

Affordable Student Housing Plan

Adopted by the Legislative Council: 2020/02/13

This plan offers guidance to the SSMU Executive, the Affordable Student Housing Committee, and students living in SSMU student co-ops on how to build capacity and work toward an affordable housing market for McGill students. The plan aims to set manageable goals in the areas that the Affordable Student Housing Committee was mandated to work on in the 2019-2020 academic year.

1. Statement of Principles

Community housing movements are, by their very nature, radical. They aim to decommodify a market and challenge the assumption that having a roof over one’s head is a privilege. They take power away from speculators and commercial developers that want to focus on the “next big thing”, rather than the security of having a living space. It is only in reclaiming community spaces that a population can hope to prioritize basic needs over the search for capital.

In educating students about their housing rights, we are able to shepherd a vulnerable population through the dangers of exploitative landlord practices that we see in our own city. Affordable housing affords students the peace of mind to work on other projects without being stressed about making rent, and ensures that those who so wish will be able to live in the same space for more than a year.
Through this change, we witness a greater sense of community and community activities, as has been seen with our own neighbours in the Milton-Parc Community. A large number of students move away from their homes when they come to university, and the subject of accessible education is inextricable from that of affordable housing. Though one could argue that the University has a responsibility to safeguard its students against bad landlords, their decision to pull institutional support from Student Housing, thereby creating a higher rent for Residence students, indicates that we must take this matter into our own hands.

The Affordable Housing Committee, therefore, serves this purpose of helping students navigate this landscape. Like other housing committees, it is designed to educate and advocate for its members in matters of exploitation, and to support its members. Though the Affordable Student Housing Committee does not have all the democratic fixings of a community housing committee, one would hope that its members take seriously the duty to consult the student body on their housing needs. In particular, populations that lie at the intersection of housing precarity and the various forms of discrimination to which Members are subjected should be actively sought out when consulting undergraduates on new directions for affordable housing.

2. Direct Democracy - A Housing AGM

In the 2019-2020 academic year, a public assembly was held to gauge the needs of students with regard to the UTILE project. The 2020-2021 Committee has a duty to inform students about the current picture of housing and what is being done about it. Briefly, they need to make their existence known.

The Affordable Student Housing Committee shall hold an Annual General Meeting starting in the 2021-2022 academic year. Having publicized themselves, the Committee shall inform prospective Student Co-op tenants and other interested Members on 1) the status of SSMU’s partnership with external entities that work on housing, such as UTILE, the Milton-Parc Citizens’ Committee, and the Government of Canada; 2) the results/deliverables stemming from those partnerships; 3) the legal rights of tenants and common practices enacted on students such as, but not limited to, rent hikes above the maximum amount, the insistence on illegal security deposits, and neglect of units badly in need of repair; and 4) any activities, tenant strikes, or other programming the committee has planned for the rest of the year. The presentation of these dossiers will allow students to implicate themselves in the work of the Committee on a more meaningful level. It is recommended that the AGM of the Committee be held in late February, as lease renewals for student populations often begin in early March.

The AGM should be the principal instrument to direct the work of the Affordable Student Housing Committee, as it is a space to discuss the main issues and aspirations of the student body with regard to housing. By 2023-2024, the Affordable Student Housing Committee should be co-sponsoring this
event with Student Housing and Hospitality Services or the Inter-Residence Council, with whom the Committee should aim to establish a solid relationship given the overlap in concerned populations.

3. Consulting With Community Partners

When working on affordable housing for students, the SSMU must be creative in its partnerships; it is not always obvious which organisations, student groups or otherwise, have important expertise to offer on matters of affordable housing. The Committee should, in its first five (5) years, aim at a greater representation of this diversity of expertise in its voting structures through reserved spots for groups that wish to occupy a key role on this dossier. The SSMU must understand, however, that community organisations are themselves incredibly busy, often working over capacity with few resources, and should therefore not be incessantly contacted if they are too occupied with their own projects. Groups that have been involved in the early stages of the SSMU’s work on affordable housing, who provide promising avenues for co-creation in the near future, are:

3.1 The Milton-Parc Citizens’ Committee (MPCC)

The residents of Milton-Parc first worked toward broad-spectrum cohesion in the late 1960s, as peers working on a huge anti-gentrification movement to save their neighbourhood. Through the Citizens’ Committee, residents used a variety of tactics to take action against Concordia Estates Ltd., a group of speculators that wanted to build high-rises. They were able to take six blocks of land off the private market - these blocks are now owned by the residents who form the Communaute Milton-Parc (CMP), the legal entity responsible for managing the properties and for planning for the future of the organisation.

A good deal of institutional knowledge rests within the MPCC, and this knowledge should be leveraged to understand how citizen-controlled housing can work. Many members of the MPCC’s Board of Directors have a good knowledge of the structure of the CMP, and are active members of the resident co-operatives. Successful collaboration with the MPCC could mean inviting guest speakers to present at the SSMU Housing AGM (by 2023), active participation in Milton-Parc’s goal to secure the Royal Victoria and Hotel-Dieu buildings for affordable public housing (ongoing through the Community Affairs Coordinator), and inviting willing MPCC members to consult on how to optimize democratic participation of student residents in the SSMU’s decisions on housing projects.

3.2 The Legal Information Clinic at McGill (LICM)

The LICM provides McGill students and others with information related to tenants’ rights, among other things. As such, they are uniquely situated to understand the common problems faced by students with abusive landlords and the common gaps in information that students suffer from.
Collaboration with the LICM could mean a yearly visit before the AGM to understand how best to communicate housing information to students (ongoing) and an invitation for dialogue at the start of the year, before LICM reaches capacity with other projects, to work on an event or project related to housing rights (from 2022).

3.3 The Housing and Job Resource Centre at Concordia (HOJO):

Like the LICM, HOJO fields many questions about housing rights and responsibilities. While they have the unique advantage of specializing in this domain, they are localized to the Concordia population and thus have less expertise in dealing with the realities of students living in Milton-Parc and the Plateau Mont-Royal, areas of particularly high density for McGill students. Notwithstanding, HOJO runs information workshops to generally address tenants’ rights, and these events can be publicized to the student body and supported by the Committee.

Assuming a SSMU construction begins in 2020, HOJO should be consulted from 2024, as the project nears completion, to plan the introduction of a first wave of students. Having experience with their own Woodnote Student Co-operative, HOJO is uniquely situated to understand major challenges that exist when a student association, or its partners, manage properties on behalf of their membership.

3.4 The Unité de travail pour l’implantation de logement étudiant (UTILE)

From 2012, the student movement has become focused on affordable housing, as mentioned above. The incarnation of this focus is UTILE, a non-profit organisation founded by former actors in student associations around Quebec. UTILE aims at constructing and managing affordable housing complexes for students studying in Quebec, obtaining salaries in the form of service charges during the construction of a property. As a non-profit, the group is prohibited from retaining additional profits above their fixed salaries, but instead must reinvest rent back into their project. While this could take a number of forms, the UTILE model involves investing earnings into a fund for affordable housing, the PUSH fund, which is used to finance future constructions. That is, every apartment built with UTILE actually makes it easier to finance a future construction.

UTILE additionally helps maintain a centralized online platform with information about student housing called likehome.info. The SSMU Executive, and in particular the Vice-President (Internal Affairs) or a delegate, should aim to have this website become common knowledge for the McGill student body. This can be done through the creation of a ‘housing’ resource section on the SSMU website (by 2022) and by leveraging partnerships with SHHS to create a similar one on a McGill webpage (by 2025).
If a SSMU Affordable Student Housing Fee passes, a relationship with UTILE becomes self-evident. The Legislative Council voiced its desire in January 2020 that the first student housing construction be in partnership with UTILE, facilitated by the Vice-President (External Affairs). A framework for the term sheet, presented with the referendum question, outlines the priorities voiced by McGill students at the January town hall, in the 2017 UTILE survey, and through a qualitative online survey in 2019. Throughout the construction, the Affordable Student Housing Committee should be engaged in active consultation with UTILE and students regarding the interpretation and implementation of the commitments outlined in the term sheet (2020 through to 2025) and should use the Housing AGM to this effect. Should they arise, other non-profit groups working toward affordable housing for students could also be sought out for partnerships with regard to consultation or construction.

3.5 Other

Community organisations such as QPIRG, McGill’s School of Urban Planning, CKUT, Project Genesis, and ECOLE have all done important work on issues around community poverty as it relates to the commodification of housing. While they were regrettably not involved in the initial steps of the SSMU Housing commitment, these groups and others should be invited to dialogue with the Committee at the start of each year in the event that they have an interest in working on projects that intersect with the goals of the committee. Additionally, the School of Urban Planning shall maintain a seat on the Affordable Student Housing Committee, allowing the SSMU to leverage the ability of the School to conduct feasibility studies in the form of applied courses called Studios.

4. Advocacy & Projects

4.1 The UTILE project

Dependent on the passing of an Affordable Student Housing fee, the SSMU will work to ensure that project timelines are in harmony with our internal procedures, which establish a five-year maximum for fee levies. That is, the SSMU will work with UTILE and funding sources to ensure that projects can be financed and completed on a five-year timeline. Any savings will be spent in a way consistent with the SSMU’s democratic processes: projects shall be decided by the Affordable Student Housing Committee and reported to the Legislative Council, which reserves the right to approve of or overturn decisions of the Affordable Student Housing Committee. The Legislative Council does not, however, reserve the power to defy contractual agreements, and so any decision to partner with UTILE on a construction will bind the SSMU to the term of the agreement unless the parties enter into a legal renegotiation or annulment of the contract.
As mentioned in section 3., a partnership with UTILE affords the possibility of using housing revenues to finance a future construction. Five (5) years after the initial fee referendum, the fee will be doubly adjusted - upward to account for inflation, and downward as a function of revenues collected from apartment rents. The SSMU will then run a renewal referendum campaign with the goal of financing a second construction with UTILE and to pursue any other projects which may be realised with savings in case the SSMU or UTILE can secure additional funding from external partners, above what is anticipated.

4.2 Hotel-Dieu, Royal Victoria, and l'Institut des Sourdes-muettes advocacy

The SSMU recognizes that large hospital conversions with incredibly complex zoning restrictions are not feasible property management scenarios for early phases of a student housing initiative. Nevertheless, many Montreal groups interested in social housing have expressed the need for sustainability and housing considerations in the transformation of these properties. Such movements are currently facilitated through the Communaute Saint-Urbain and other, less formal coalitions. The SSMU, through its relationship to the Milton-Parc Citizens’ Committee, has been included in these deliberations.

As part of a commitment to a holistic movement toward decommodified and affordable student housing options, the Office of the Vice-President (External Affairs) shall continue to be involved in advocacy aiming at public ownership and management of the three vacant hospital spaces of the Hotel-Dieu hospital (including La Cité des Hospitalières), Royal Victoria hospital, and Institut des Sourdes-muettes. The SSMU recognizes that the conversations surrounding the conversion of these spaces are inextricably linked, but that each conversion must take into account its unique geographical realities. For example, it is more feasible to integrate considerations for the homeless community into the Hotel-Dieu conversion, whereas the Royal Victoria conversion is out of the way for the homeless community of Milton-Parc.

In the interest of students, the SSMU’s advocacy will include pushing for intergenerational housing and social economy in these spaces, such that the activities of the spaces can benefit the student body as well as the community-at-large. It is admittedly difficult to determine the timeline that this advocacy follows, given the degree of consultation required by municipal best practices.

4.3 Tenants’ Committee Advocacy

It must be stressed that constructions cannot serve as a magic solution to the housing crisis currently affecting Montreal and Montreal students in particular. With vacancy rates below 3% and frequent price-gouging, “renoviction”, and other practices by predatory landlords, the SSMU must undertake a serious commitment to mobilize its membership in the name of affordable housing.
The Affordable Student Housing Committee, with the support of the Offices of the Vice-Presidents of Internal and External Affairs, should aim to publicize to members the various methods of negotiating rents with landlords and educating student tenants on their housing rights. This must be done both online and in-person in order to capture the degree of nuance needed in educating vulnerable tenants about their housing rights. To facilitate this education campaign, the Affordable Student Housing Committee should endeavour to visit student tenants in high-density areas, and in particular Milton-Parc, to encourage students to dialogue with their neighbours such that students can protect one another from predatory landlord practices.

Additionally, the Committee should endeavour to find a (group of) tenant(s) that are interested in forming a housing committee within each apartment complex, with the goal of establishing one apartment complex tenants’ committee per two (2) years. This idea is to be mentioned to students during the door-to-door visits, with the sharing of the organizers’ contact information where consent has been given. Such committees will then be able to share these resources with one another, alleviating the work of both Executives and Committee Members going forward.

4.4 Projects with the Communaute Milton-Parc

A commitment from the SSMU toward significant relationship-building efforts with the residents of Milton-Parc began in 2008, and stigma around student presence in the area is beginning to disperse little by little. While full integration within the governance structures of the Milton-Parc Project is unrealistic for a transient population such as a student body, it has recently become the desire of the Milton Parc Citizens’ Committee to explore the possibility of brokering a joint project with SSMU and the Community Land Trust managed by the CMP corporation.

It is difficult to put a timeline on such a project, which depends heavily on the availability of funding, the availability of a space ripe for a housing project, and the political will of the residents to pursue such an initiative. Nevertheless, given the availability of a surplus in the Affordable Student Housing Fund achieved through additional external funding, it should be one of the primary goals of the Housing Committee, in particular through the Community Affairs Coordinator, to explore using this money in the co-creation of an intergenerational housing initiative with the residents of Milton-Parc through the aforementioned bodies.